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S the only conceivable form of perfection I putised authority of one man Since that talk of phical heresies, nor political reneging, but the work- 

am acquainted with is a perfect nuisance, I some years ago, Peru has never been mentioned- ing out of every day matters in working class lines
are responsible for the chaos in the labor movement 

murmur, “I have sinned.” But in undertaking to above mentioned hypocrites chucked a dummy on today. And, coming so soon after the evidence pre-
“.............contrast
The petty done, the undone vast,” 

let us stay with the facts.

t A6
am free to don sack-cloth and ashes atid which is another sin of omission. Some of the /t> that occasion and, perhaps the enormity of my of- sented during the discussion on Value, in the Clar- 

fence still lingering, they stick their piece of soap un- ion, it is something awful to find sentiments ex-
P

S der the tongue and kick their heels on the cold and pressed which strongly suggest that the Marxian 
This may seem a reasonable request, but-it is unsympathetic cobble-stones of Kearney Street (is rule has suffered a complete révisai—not in the ma- 

evidently an impossible one. The primal curse Ls, it still cobbled?) ; if so Me. would be well advised to 1 criai conditions but in his mind must be sought the 
was, and ever shall be—thou shalt kijl thyself.

We are quite prepared to answer for our sins,

B leave them in their tantrum. motive forces of man’s behavior.
As for the advice about making clear the strug- Today in Vancouver it is practically impossible 

and they are legion, both of commission and omis- g]e between the capitalist class and the proletariat to make meetings pay their way. And even if this 
sion, but—sufficient into the docket be the ones we at propaganada meetings, we always have and al 
are guilty of.

were not the case, so far as the Party is concerned, 
ways wiU practice that. In fact, personally, I never we have not got one speaker available who would 

J. A. MeD. tenders some advice in the Clarion speak on any subject without making it plain, or attract more than a handful of the faithful, putting 
of Jan. 2nd which indicates that someone has been trying to, that the capitalist class, as 
pulling his leg, or else he has squandered his time worthy of that enormous contempt which the slave groups much better off ; perhaps they have 
listening to some of the few consummate hypocrites for some incomprehensible reason harbours for the more of the faithful, perhaps one speaker, 
whom we managed to get rid of years ago, over the slave who won’t work. And if I happen to be There have been four meetings here on a Sunday 
twenty-one-point jumble, and who have been acting talking on the, say—‘‘Economic bearing on gas en- night and the four of them would not make half of 
like hysterical kids ever since. It would be good gines of Hannibal’s failure to reduce Rome,” I our regular Sunday night meetings of five years ago. 
news (and positively true) for him to learn that always make an opening for the remark that a cap-

class, is aside the matter of expenses. Nor are the other

No Party can '-expand without a generous 
_‘‘linen and coats” arise in the economic classes only italist idler is just sixty degrees below (into the bulb) sprinkling of youngsters, and we have bad no young 
ij^hen they appear in the text, and ‘‘that the appli- the cur that beats the widow out of his board bill blood for years. Our possible recruits are arabi
ca tion of Marxian economies to social issues and and decamps with the kitties’ penny bank, and tious for super-sixes, or super heterodynes, and by 
problems” always insisted on, by one of frhe should be treated accordingly.
most thorough students and competent teachers of Carthage must be destroyed. Something like in OfrAia own heaven,
the subject on this continent at least. Neither, and that. And yet it is not conducive to successful 
this by the way, did he confine himself to Marx, but meetings. Why? 
brought a wealth of information relative to those 
modem economists who toil mightly in the interests noticeable as a

i j

day or night eat up space, on the Bang’s highway or
tr- r*

Value, Price and Profit appear to interest them 
only from a practical point of view ; they certainly 

Let us look at the facts. They may not be as conceal any interest they may have in their theore- 
cyclone, but they are sufficiently ob- tical aspect. We do not, therefor, cleave to the 

of Salesmanship, when they are not specifically em- vious to render Pickwickian excursions into philoso- Labor Party because they are stronger, for they are
in the same sad plight as ourselves, but to make pos- 

*‘C” says we are dying from the very thing sible the chance of making a noise at all, at all.
ployed tearing at the Marxian analysis- because of phical bogs superfluous, 
its disturbing tendencies (their own language)
among the inefficient. He will be equally glad to that J A*. McD. claims will give us life, 
know that the associates and country of Meronic
and Caelo have never been- mentioned in propagan- a flourishing centre of propaganda. There you find a dozen in this town, can now fill a fairly large hall

on a Saturday night, say five or six hundred, a very 
W. P., S. L. P., F. L. P.- and maybe other abbrevia- large percentage of whom are youngsters, and this 
lions, hurling epithets, expletives, jibes and sneers same organization is always asking us to send them 
upon each other’s revolutionary heads, with a venom speakers and teachers in economics, and, herein lies 
and hatred they never exhibited toward the capital- our chief and unpardonable crime. We are unable 
ist class. The same may be said of any town on this to comply. Well befo’ the wa’ to have even con- 
continent almost. Swift’s imaginary brothers in the templated sending a speaker to an L W. W. meeting, 
“Tale of a Tub” were hardly less bitter in invective, “except in opposition,” would have been considered

Now here we have to consider another angle. 
Let’s take a look-see. Go to Winnipeg, once The I.W.W., which befo’ the wa’ could not muster

da meetings, -which is nothing to boast about, because ^ S. P. of C. graduates, in various groups, O. B. U., 
a comprehensive understanding of historical mater
ialism is hardly possible without a knowledge of 
what occurred between the collapse of ancient slave 
economy and modern wage ecqnomy ; between ma
chineless and machine civilization. The society 
which bridged these periods was almost entirely at 
the mercy of material conditions, and should J>e 
dealt with much oftener than it has been in classes, 
and certainly in propaganda meetings.

I did devote one talk to the Peruvian revolutions

?

the public utterances of our modem brothers lack- equal to a good catholic ejecting his quid into the 
ing perhaps, though the private remarks do not, chalice. Considering to what length explana- 
‘ ‘ the" imagery of the charnel house and the dung- tion of our decline has already proceeded I have but 
MIL”of dbnquestadore days, for the purpose of demonstra

ting that the majority of mankind do not care who 
• governs them so long as they are free to follow their 

paths of comfort. And that they have a deep

small desire to add my sum of little to that wMch 
Let anyone arise to address these faithful on the hath too much. But the I. W. W. owes sometMng 

subject of the class struggle. What he says never of this popularity to its complete acceptance of that 
registers. If they go to hear him it is to sneer, to human failing (?) well known to Pope Gregory, 
question about the 1st, 2nd, 3rd International, the John Calvin, Oliver Cromwell, Abraham Lincoln, 
Besco, or such other matters which are related to the General Booth, Mahon Abrams, Lobengula, and one 
class struggle much as the cat to the tiger. Fit to or two others, that the human animal dearly loves 
watch a mouse hole, not to range the forest No to sing in unison. They have also, of course- justi- 
knowledge, nor wit, nor wisdom of his could charm fied their existence by maintaining a centre of re- 
them. He is yellow, renegade, Kautskian, or (God sistance, when most other trade unions have been 
that I should have lived to see the day) Trotskian. utterly routed. But the fact remains, that they 
This is regretable- but quite human, and need not offer an atmosphere more human and congenial than 
alarm us, for when the working millions chance to any we have ever maintained.

But, seems to me that I’ll cut for this time, or

4> own
rooted antagonism to any altering or encumbering of 
those paths, and will invariably support the old gov
ernment, if at all tolerable, against the new, no mat- 

- ter what prospects it might proffer.
I might have chosen Florence, Milan or Bruges 

oi the 13th century, Vienna, Paris or Berlin of the 
19th—or a score of others. Peru, however, offered 
conditions well suited for an analysis, from which 
disturbing elements were absent, much as a vacuum 
offers in physics. The actors were as remote from 
the seat of authority as though they had been on an
other planet, almost ; they were men for whom 
battle, murder and sudden death held no terrors ; 
they had an extraordinarily well developed ego. 
They had great material advantages to safeguard, 
yet they surrendered without a struggle to the de-

8

move they will pay no more attention to such chatter 
than their masters do now. Or if they do, it will be else commit the “damnable error” of “C” and “R”. 
lo turn aside momentarily and clout some sense of And anyway, dealing with facts is a wearisome bus

iness, as all true philosophers knowproportion into their bewildered heads.
On top of this essentially practical state of af- Not with entire stupidity did the schoolboy

fairs we have had several strikes, wMch further wid- Write “Philosophy increases thirty-two feet per 
eus the breach. Not dialectical errorfr, nor philoso- Second.”
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The Task of the Hour
. m

statement that if we arc to wait on the knowledge 
of the mass for 8jcialism.it is distant by 500 years. 
Meaning that the application of force was the only 
way—« h Manifesto. How now, do the elections of 
Soeratea^ecome the substance of our new moon? 
(Incidentally, history has made pretty work of that 
letter of Marx, anent. Russia, absolution and democ
racy, etc.)

>■:;r

(Continued from last issue) * ing traced the civil war, raging within society, to
T -Ï ‘ ‘T’ MyS ,he ^int °f °P"“ revolution, and where the violent 

C (Dec. 16), is he would not sup- overthrow of the bourgeoisie lavs the foundation for
port an unclass-conseious proletarian the sway of the proletariat and having made clear

We said nothing of the kind. Instead their relations to the working cla.ss parties of the
a l-T* TT* manifesto on proletar- world, they call upon them to unite for the

lan identity. What we did say was that we were
opposed to political parties who could not carry the 
Hag of abolition

rjpHE4 i

As a last remonstrance against "C’a” negligent 
methods, may we point out that "picking up by the

.hr.*,,„flh,whichi, !heh°Trofthe.™ddie

SESüSF'iFt?W, lb., lh, political parties of tabor i! IZSik.bk “tar politic. We «H that what w. picked »p by

are not identical with the modern proletariat and Those letters of .he General Council to America ^ Wa^dept‘,ldefd 011 thl‘our going"’ °ur g°"
do not therefor represent an "independent move fall antlv into th,. <h,„p „ ‘ , mg on the way of our seeing. Hence it comes that I
ment of labor,"(the proletariat). (We hope “C” that Man, trusted to the growing intHligenS o/the ™ ^7 'hi ^ftT P°I
wdl not so confuse the issue, henceforth). Again- workers \nd M,rv ,ni,i th , g , the burghers, who obtained the prestige of lord and
twe indeed l’Un. 2, “C" garble, „„r .Uientmts fi, „rb other',' movement! “STLll (T”'" “ “T™* '7 h”d.” ^

R say. the struggle for preservation f, , futility Manifesto w„ pThe proletariat w„ de- -, “<*»*«. k- "■'«“> «' ,h"ir
»nee the is property, ,be ronffir, „„„ f,„ted. The M.nifcto wen, into a long "oblivion. An. they folloued „ nnstvery-

bra, be settled m the m.nd, ele" “C" her, .ran, „„d ,he working Haases mingled in ,he “ pro.peri- 7’', ^ k™'" <h=
forms the equation from the issue of property to the des” of liberal!™. duel he politics of 19H in- ,7” °î" ,J 'T, 7,“ rTTTi
1 ..niggle for preservation,'’ We said that ,he «me dneed dre.n, o, world revota,io„ ,h„ "‘7 "T4 °" T
of soeia! cvolnUon mns, be «* in the mind before world poliiie, of ,h, W, induced ,be ffl“ „n Ü ' .TT ,°h fTfu “ '»7
dean be appliti And we »y i, a*d„. i„ ,be Commune,,, Th, red arm, 19,7 B„,h ” 7 ,Tfo'^ 7 fo , ,
We «y .!«, ,h„ ,, ta. nolhing do talk “pre«,. vik propaganda: Third Affiliation: Mosoo»'™ . 17 * ,P° 71 7 '' K T" I T
'T , :‘ TT “> **ri“C'" “*••» ship: and ,he drspect, .Irviec . achieve „nTv T , ^1 . h"7 T 7 ? ,
enltnre. I hear-R" Would "0" „p«, Bar, were rhi^llrd from ,h, same m.tena, „ T '7 "W "<f " T-"1 ^ rrf°™'
,n ,hr neoUlhie. flowing that fog intemdUr, «.nnd advoeery of for,,: the star-spangled beme^L ,Îe T”’ 1", T 7' r"' *77 Tf », 
mbr.,„m we c„ tad .sense, foe on, good Com symbol the workemrthe enfold patience „f hi T ‘T T ? ? u ,h ”
Bn, ,„ffi„ hefonhndnn ju„i6„,i„„ fo, hi, ™t,„„ crisis: the rating of American w„rki„g„ ,l T1 ,h Ïh r ’ h „ 7
word, our article. ••<!•• read, me a leefon, on „ lh, politic ,h,ir ow„ „PJ" " 7" “ "' ÎT* T'T T'T
m, “speculations on Mar,', optimkm of revota- ,hr illusion fhrir support E,ZZcL ".‘TT”"' ?"* 1 7 Tp <‘lr"-to'k 7“ "k
tion. He soys I am “quite wrong, and the mani- iion: ,h, notion that ,h, civil war „„„d,d ttr »['s'"1 » s1’™ “ >7 nT'i,h°' 7.
tato fnrmahe, a Hat contradiction ” Well, „ no ,„«h lh, working and ,h, «nfJellilv "“ T m " ° 7 TÎ ",77

.nrn ,h. bet conlnrfirtion. And repo,, state f.ineoln, the »n of the working Haw, leadtag hil ,n 7" m'rron'd ,he °‘ *ke
T”L •« ««. -tar Ita. country to freedom • We are notTnoeking"those iv "tilonous revolution,
their modern brethera, or. was mi.t.krn pirations for ffomlom ; wr bn, make them‘sXbt ^e,, revolution was „f pobticnl mg-jle,n«. Onrs
in immediate revolution ’ expncaoie yociul. And social revolution cannot be aceomplish-

"C” seeks to Mentitv nnff 1 . , , J °f ,mPvndlnK revolution. ed by reform. Because reforms are but the whigger-
t seeks to identity political labor and the re- Suppose we transpose the Manifesto of ’47 to t 1 . it

volntionjirv 4 . , *, A ** lu les of .slavery. Social revolution can be only whenvolutionary proletariat. But the two are not iden- this present. "The communists fight for the attain- slavcs their slavprv Then they ,.an onlv abolish
tieal And there-was a sundar division in ’48. The ment of the immediate aims, for the enforcement of , a 7 , t , , , ù 7 X
Manifesto itself is specially named to distinguish the the momentary interests of the working class but ' "V ™ <an a >o is î i
revolutionary eommuniats from the nondescript in the movement of the present they also represent * W<? agaln’ emPhasise the straight iasue
"revolutionary parties’’ of the time. Le., bourgeoisie and take care of the future of that movement ” Tha' “* Soelahsm thc understanding of a social
and Utopians. The mark remains today- with Whence the application of that in our dayt "In proletanat- 0r Soc,ahsm by ,he adversities of op-
names reversed. "The revolutionary communists Prance the communists allv themselves with”—» portunlsm The ,actlcs of the plass struggle; of
(Manifesto) are the advanced sections of the work Switzerland! Poland? Germany* Britain’ America’ ‘ right and its inevitable sequence. Or the
mg class parties of every country . . . which push- There is one item of the Manifesto translatable from '**7 °f lab°r P°htK'S; of dominance through im-
es forward aU others . clearly understanding the then to now—"the proletariat has but a fantastic condltJons' and institutional reforms. We
line of March and general results of the movement, conception of its own position.” But if the issue of ^ ^ ^ f0mit‘r and We haVe shown eausec for
Their immediate aim is the same as all other prolet- the petty trader, the grand bourgeoisie, and hence W ^
arian parties—(i.e., revolutionary proletarian par- of Imperialist Capital, must first develop and fruit,
ties. R.) the unity of the proletariat ; overthrow of end cleaj- away the restraints of the ancient old in
tile bourgeoisie ; conquest of political power. They preparation for the new order of socialism__if that
support every revolutionary movement; (dominant- is, in brief, the consecutive progress of Marxism and T-’ WC "1U8t stnlggle agamst capital in the 
ly) instil recognition of class antagonism; put the the meaning of the Manifesto, then the proletariat modlty "‘«Jt of labor, organise agamst encroach- 
property question foremost; labor everywhere for do well to support the Governments of the Chinese ‘ , 1 °Ur Bet,on depends, dominantly, on the
democratic agreement.” That clearly describes the consortium. For thereby the emancipation of China ,,meS„°f Pro&r<>S!»- very little on the "vision that is 
socialist parties of today—the lineal descendants of will be accomplished. That emancipation is now laan ’ AH reforms—even thc 10-hour day, (and 

the communist»—; specifies their functions; and dif- necessary (on this basis of view) before the Com- rI Ls.evldonc<‘ for thc same)—are derived from 
ferentiates-them, poUtieaUy, from modern "labor mercial "Absolutism” can be brought to book The |hc founts of ‘change. Certainly the
polities. Hence the Manifesto would seem to indi- l*bor Government in BriUin did well to support the ’aS b°Cn °'le °f ,ht> factor8 in ,he Process; but al" 
cate that the Socialist Party are the "sole reposit- Dawes scheme: the Versailles Treaty; and negoti- T0? '' tbc fa«'tor
anes of revolution.” "C” notwithstanding ate trade agreements. For thereby the development * ' ’‘T * vu‘.,ss,tudes of the hour, feeling

The communists (Manifesto) "support révolu- of Capital must develop the unity 'of Labor. The 80 l'rl‘^ { ’’ mi mediate ; sensing its degfada-
tionary movement everywhere because the prolet- suppression of slavery in Africa and the support of U°n' * ° oth,cal ™Just'W of its similitude ; it 
ariat must first settle matters, each with its own Bolsheviks in Russia are revolutionary movements. fUrg llk<' fl wav,‘m the wake of Progress, achieving 
national bourgeoisie. They labor for democratic and worthy of our enthusiasm Because, in eon- aale oratl»n m t e exigencies of its conditioning, 
agreement, because the unity of the leading indus- junction with the revolutionary upsurge of "Home- ” am< loratlon’ elng m effect thc !lm,ts of to1" 
trial countries is necessary to the revolution. They Role,’,’ they enable peoples "to settle with their own ' ™ apPears as a Pressure of insistence ; and it
follow their general programme, and emphasise the bourgeoisie” «, the interest» of proletarian révolu- WlnS' - ^ “ the COUr8<?8 of ProgrcRS ito aehipve-

class struggle, in order that the German workers tion And if it was right in ’50 to appeal to Eng- ,°7 * ''e™SS'ty and an «*dy>n the al-
raay straightway use (to their own advantage) the 1"«1 in the name of thc revolution to oppose the am- 7 * A°*7 fl°7 °f 8 new Progr«« That is why 
social and political conditions that the bourgeoisie bition of an autocratic and feudal Russia then the , 7 * "evCr be wrong ” Righ<-
must introduce—so that the fight against the hour- proletariat were right in 1914, at the call of the " ‘ Tf , " <'xPreHH™ [hc h ™8 °f immediacy,
geoisie may immediately begin. Thc communists same "democracy,” to flock in their millions against . , 7US °, lmmJ ac^ seldom
choose Germany chiefly because the bourgeois re- a no *<’« imperious autocracy. And no lew an auth- fT r°ao J'ey ave 0 *en 8talT the pages of 
volution is there carried out under more advanced ority than Trotsky said that the triumph of Germany TT t- " »l ‘T nevcr made man free And they 
conditions and because, in (Germany, the bourgeois -would mean a long delay for the proletarian révolu- i 1 A. ° ™°™cnt a^*e e8sen^a^y
revolution will be but the prelude to an immediately ^lion And no less freight than Lenin rapporta the f °. VTk ^hÜe ^ freedo™ of „

forciwelut -“• ^,he“r-—-

movement ’ ’
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Reforms by their nature are of class purpose ; 

the necessities of dominion. Their benefits to the 
proletariat niggard, of no interest as a direct issue.
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The Death of Italian 1
.

!

The Fascists Exposed
V’ negligent 
ng up by the 
)f the middle 
traight issue, 
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By H. N. BRAILSFORD

ANKIND has a wonderful facility in grow- uncontrolled right to dissolve the Chamber and to less and apathetic confusion of parties. Giolitti was 
ing accustomed to the montrons. For order new elections. That would be of little use, if the worst and the most successful of these “bosses,”
two years now Fascism has tyrannised the Militia continued to terrorise the electorate. But managing elections, corrupting deputies, mixing

over Italy. Its rule has grown no milder because might not the King, if he had once made up his mind groups, eliminating all principle from politics, and
of the timidity of the opposition. The freedom of to act. call upon the regular Army to dissolve the in effect, though usually by gentle methods, de-
the Press is gone; the right of meeting does not ex Fascist Militia? The régulai’, Army, it is said, is stroving any effective opposition. The weakness of
ist ; the workers have lost the weapon of the strike loyal to the King; the officers have lost their earlier this sham democratic State was revealed, firstly by
and Parliament is a shadow. To all of this, appnr- enthusiasm for Mussolini, and they are jealous of its tolerance of d’Annunzio’s coup at Fiume, and 
ently, a great people could grow accustomed. But the Militia. This rather simple plan may under-es- then, because it dare not govern direct, by the dis-
suddenly last June ther? happened the outrage timate the Dictator’s capacity for counter-action astrous expedient of arming the Fascists to sup-
which seemed for a moment to shake the Dictator- ;md yet there is a possibility that one day it may be pnss the Communists, 
ship. Many obscure victims had paid with their tried and possibly with success. It is, I daresay, a 
lives for their fidelity to their Trade Union, their good plan on paper, but it is a significant index of The indispensable sequel is the book which the nmr- 
Co-operative. or thè Socialist Party, and unaccount
ed thousands had been beaten or wounded. But the 
killing of Matteotti stirred the nation’s conscience.
He was not an obscure victim ; a man of steady cour
age, with cool judgment rare in Southern lands, and 
a record of disinterested service, rare in any land, 
this Socialist deputy was universally respected. He 
had been threatened openly, in print, rvith physical 
violence- by a Fascist newspaper, a few days before 
his end. No one could doubt that some of the heads 
of the party, if not the Dictator himself, had ordered 
the murder. The motive, moreover, was obvious ;
Matteotti was about to expose in the Chamber a 
series of Fascist financial scandals. The horror of 
this cold-blooded crime, the kidnapping at noonday 
in a Roman street, and the brutal manner of the kill
ing left a scar on the mind of the Italian people. It 
looked for a moment as though the end of the tyr
anny might be near. Depotisms have sometimes end
ed in this way. Tarquin the Proud oppressed the 
masses of Rome for a generation with onerous wars 
an4 forced labor; but it was the outrage on Lue- 
retia which moved them to expel the family of 
tyrants.

M

Ferrero’s book traces the origin of Fascism. *

lered Matteotti wrote in the last month of his life;ilu- cowed helplessness of his people. No one dreams 
of a revolt. The l>abor Publishing Company has performed a 

great service by Issuing an adequate translation by 
Mr. E. W. Dickes of the Fascist! Exposed at the low 
price of 2s. 6.» It is a chronicle of the first year of 
the Dictatorship, told without a word of rhetoric 
and almost without comment—bare facts, honest 
records, official figures and almost nothing else. We 
summarised it at same length when it first appeared 
in Italian, in our issue of March 28. It disposes of 
the legend that the Fascist Dictatorship has created 
general prosperity.

A Cowed Pecnle
No one so much as talks of a general strike. No 

one proposes to make any effort whatever, to shake 
off the tyranny. The King." it seems, must act for 
t ho people- and the army, must back the King. It 
was otherwise in Garibaldi’s day. He led. and drag
ged King and army after him

By what slow process of decay did the Italian 
people drift into this position? Revolutions succeed 
; s much by reason of the weakness of the Govern
ment which they overthrow as by reason .of the 
strength and violence of the new forces. That is 
true of Russia, and it is no less true of Italy. The

Years of Destruction
Prices have risen, rents have been decontrolled

and have risen 40 per cent : wages have fallen by 10 
to 13 per cent. As a measure of the growing poverty 
of the workers- It is significant that the monthly 
total of pawnshop transactions has almost trebled 
since the coup d’etat. On the other hand profits 
have risen, and so have Stock Exchange quotations. 
Direct taxation has been so manipulated as to spare

average comment on Mussolini’s success went no far
ther back than the years of disorder which imme
diately preceded it. The Reds, under Muscovite in
spiration, chattered of revolution, and in a sense be
gan it, partly by the tumultuous seizure of land from
oppressive rural magnates, partly by the “occupa
tion” of a few factories and ships, and generally by the ri(*h- a,1(1 the Eiffht Hours Day has been whit
using a good deal of mass terrorism, and by the tle(l away by administrative exceptions till it sur

vives only in name. Strikes are permitted only to 
the Fascist Trade Unions, and seem to be carried
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abuse of the weapon of the general strike. For a 
real seizure of political power they were not ready, 
and they wholly neglected to prepare for it by arm
ing. They bluffed ; they boasted ; they alarmed, but 
they 'never really meant revolution. The disturb
ance, however, to the normal life of Italy was so 
great that the average man was ready to welcome 
any deliverer.

Ex-Soldiers in Revolt
The summer passed, however, and nothing de

cisive happened. Month followed month, and the 
trial of Matteotti’s murder was always postponed. 
And now a new outrage has aroused the country. 
Rome was on holiday, and the Fascist Militia was 
celebrating the secojid anniversary of the coup 
d'etat by marching post the tomb of the Unknown 
Warrior. Suddenly, with revolvers and cudgels, a 
uetaenment of the Dictator’s partisan army fell upon 
a body of the exServiee Men’s League (Combat- 
tenti) who were demonstrating at their side. The 
feud had been ranging for some weeks; these allies 

too independent. The loss of life was not. it 
terrible, but the scandal of this open

out solely as a means of extorting contributions 
from capitalists to the party funds. Perhaps the 
saddest result of these years of violence is that the 
superb constructive work of the Socialist Co-opera
tives. which in some parts of Italy had almost 
brought about the peaceful extinction of the middle
man. I lie contractor, and the exploiting farmer, has 
been utterly destroyed. The same fate has befallen 
the Socialist municipalities, ‘which have been sup
pressed by autocratic decree. The sanction for all 
this, as page on page on these records show, has 
been and still is, the cudgel, the revolver and the 
bomb. Fascism is Bolshevism upside down, in its 
violence and contempt of democracy, but, unlike 
Bolshevism, it has no constructive purpose, and it 
serves the few and not the mass. If by sympathy 
and understanding and honest publicity, our Labor 
movement can do anything to hasten the end of a 
dictatorship which degrades the Italian nation, it is 
our duty to help without stint or hesitation.
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Fascist “Stability”

Mussolini was slow to see his chance; he began
i

by combating the “anti-patriotism” of the Left, but 
Fascism in its early days was anti-clerical, anti-mon- 
arvhial, and even so far anti-capitalist that it ap
proved of the occupation of the factories. It was the 
failure of that experiment which showed it the waywere

1seems, very
ÎhT/omb'oMhe'-Ûnk^wn0''warrior,? made "a,mthë! copied arms from Gioli.ti's Government; and when 

the nation’s mind. To obliterate it the Die- onec it had begun to destroy the whole workers
movement (Trade Unions and Co-operatives as well 
as the political side) it soon went “the whole hog’ 
by allying itself with the Church and the Monarchy.

to power. It took money from the capitalists, it ae-

sear on
tator took the usual steps of confiscating newspap- 

in large numbers, and forbidding all public Ivrs
meetings.

The truth is that the Fascist attack on demo' 
succeeded only because democracy in Italy

Will there this time be a sequel? The ex-Ser- 
vice men have many deputies in Mussolini s packed 
Parliament, and they are in revolt. So, too- iu some
degree are the tame “Liberals” who had rallied to with power and eloquence in Guglielmo Ferrero’s 
the Dictatorship and shared the spoils of office The study of recent events (Four ^ ears of Fascism,
Chamber is reassembling as I write. The difficulty Translated by E. W. Dickes. P. R. King and Son. property and its politics Hence we fight reaction,
is that the Opposition (Socialists, Republicans, Pop- -7r 6.) The author’s work on Roman history placed either in the ranks of capital or labor; and add the
olari and Radicals) had walked out after Matteotti’s him in the front rank of his countrymen, and this reasons of the few, who may haply be, “invariably
murder, and vowed never to return so long as the book- by its courage, its broad ontlook and its liter- right ” to the swiftly gathering crisis of reality. It
Fascist Militia continued in being, to terrorise Italy, ary skill is worthy of his fame. The book is much is alone Capitalist property that holds the prolet-

countries where it has been the ablest of the many which the strange phenom print in its desert wilderness of misery and degrada-
0fFascism has called forth. His central thesis {ion It is the colossal ignorance of the proletariat

% 4> craey
had sunk to a low grade. The moral is driven home THE TASK OF THE HOUR

(Continued from page 2)

r-: i^Experience in many
tried suggests that this method of passive absention mon 
is never an effective weapon against despotism. The ;R that Parliamentarism in Italy, which began its life to social organisation that binds it to the idols of

the English model, had been subtly and almost property. Thus the final issue is the breaking of

8% .
%•)

■

25semi-Fascist malcontents of the majority have made on 
overtures to the Opposition to return—but appar imperceptibly changed into a sort of “dictatorial that ignorance before social society can become a

The idea was that the Parliamentarism.” A single man, leaning on the i-eality. And despite the bows of promise, in the
clond wrack of the ‘NeoV that task is the task of

■i
Iently without result afc yet.

passing of a vote of “no confidence” might embold- Court and supported by a strong personâl following, 
W en the King ttfassert himself after two year’s toler- corrupted the sovereign people by all the arts of *

■ : ' atlon of the usurper. The Constitution gives him the tificial pandering and reduced Parliament to a mind-

> R.ar- ihe hour.■
y# THE END.
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spook* somehow for the common good. Perhaps -believe Margot heraelf, A. J. Balfour in the early

ppmi mmm
other peoples rehgious prejudices; it would be pouring of ink in many volumes over what the 
qui i another thing to evade or neglect a fact in learned are pleased to call philosophy that optical 
so domg the effect of which might register oneself glass fills ill an empty stomach, which is precisely 
erroneously as of the faithful and within the fold— what the human family is suffering from 
or t e common good. fact matters not so much as the idea, say the phil

osophers, and we’d like to grant it just to be agree
able. Well, even so, big ideas may grow on empty 
stomachs and if they were of good effect our brother 
humans could better endure that optical glass.
There is involved in that, however, some thought-
transference, which is likewise what we are at__
taking the easier road.
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Value and Exchange ValueUNHiTHTOED ANGLES

Ü ege o 
our oE reproduce elsewhere in this issue 

tick by Professor Gilbert Murray, first 
published in The New Leader, November 

14, 1924. This article purports to be a review of Dr. 
Couchoud’s book “The Enigma of Jesus,” although 
we understand the latter has, since the publication 
°f Prof. Murray’s article, disavowed certain inter-

w an ar- e €>Bt-• ployi
vmpli By F. J. McNEYfv;:|v that

EFORE commencing our investigation of duets of labor. In this respect, then, they are equal 
value and exchange value I wish to say a All right, I own the loaf of bread, and you own the 
few words about a commodity. It may be ear, let us trade “even.” Not Well why not? Don’t

pretations made by him. At any rate, erroneous a11 right at times to speak of a commodity as a they both possess value? Yes but it requires
judgments and interpretations of another’s written thing, or an article of commerce, but it certainly labor to produce the car, than it docs the loaf of
point of view are easy to arrive at—as all Clarion helps to confusë the issue when we refer to a thing bread, and therefore the car is more valuable. It is 
readers well know—and lest it be held that we pre- or an article as a commodity. These terms are not the difference in the quantity of labor crystalixed
sume such sentiments as Prof. Murray sets forth to at all times interchangeable. In tlte correct sense in each of the two articles that makes the difference
be widely characteristic of the British I.L.P. we of the word a commodity is a class of things, or ar- in their value. Exchange value, then- is based on 
hasten to stole that they are not. The correspond- titles of commerce, or all that is for sale of any sub- the relative quantity of labor crystalixed in the vari- 
ence columns of “The New Leader” have been re- stance, at any time. On the other hand, a thing or 0us articles, or units of commodities, that are ex- 
cently bespattered with acrimonious utterances de- an article is a unit, or a portion of a commodity. One changed This is my explanation of the distinction 
nouncing this sort of “propaganda” as having ill ®ingk hat is s thing and an article of commerce, but between value and exchange value, if it is not 
effect on the body politic, which is doubtless so in it is merely a unit of the commodity hats. When we 
counting noses. And otherwise than that, even with speak of exchanging commodities,
“The Decline and Fall,” the orthodox reviewers, changing units of commodities in varying propor- 
every time they encounter p new edition of Gibbon’s tions. Now it is a well known fact that the 
classic are at great pains to cross themselves and commodity may be produced iu many different 
cast their eyes upward over his cynicisms concern- tries, under different conditions, and by different 
ing certain gospel “truths.” methods. This being the case, it is obvious that the

amount of labor necessary for the production of a 
certain quantity of any given commodity will be 
different in different parts of the world. Conse
quently, the exchange value of the same quantity of 
a given commodity must be different, not only in
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we mean ex- According to, Marx, the exchange value of a 
commodity is determined by the amount of socially 
necessary labor time required for its production. 
This, of cot

1
sameigr ,v bo die 

effect 
when 
high

coun-1 , means a certain quantity of a given 
commodity its relation to the various units of 
other commodities. Unless we understand it,in this 
sense the statement has very little meaning. And 
furthermore, the statement is merely a generalisa
tion, it can’t be anything else, because as Marx him
self points out it depends on the average conditions 
of production and on the average intensity and 
skill of the labor employed, in a given state of so
ciety, and so forth. But as a generalisation it is 
correct, and it is only in a general way that 
deal with the question of exchange value at all. It 
is impossible to ascertain the exact amount of labor 

It has been pointed out on several occasions iu crystalixed in any given article of

h
i

;

However, one’s pen runs off at an angle unin
tended, at times; for the moment our interest lay 
with some recently declared performances of Pro
fessor Murray of Oxford, philosopher, Fabian,
Greek translator, professor of literature and what 
not He is, in spite of his un-Christian skepticism, different countri(‘8- but ako in different parts of,the 
flirting with “psychical research” and has been at Mme eoUntry’ at the “ time- True> the tend- 
it some ten years. “The Nation” (N. Y.) recently 
outlined a performance in thought-transference at 
a meeting held by the Society of Psychical Research,
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ency of value, like water, is to find its level, but let 
us get at this problem of value, and exchange 
value.

we can

«

and apparently Professor Murray has some ability
in thought-divining. It is recorded that out of 236 the Clarion, that Marx made a distinction between 
trials 86 results have been satisfactory. During this value and exchange value, and yet, neither M»rv contained just one hour and forty-nine minutes and 
recent session the individuals other than Professor nor anybody else has made the distinction, dear t fifteen seconds of labor time, and that
Murray active in the tests were one Mr. Piddington have shown that, according to Marx labor is vain- trade it
and Lord Balfour, and some success was registered— and that is also the conception that Fred Engels had tained two hours and four minutes and
if the records are reliable. Lord Balfour, after the of value, as he has explained in clear and concise ends and a quarter of labor time, that would not re

terms in his introduction to “Wage, Labor and Cap- fnte the labor theory of value. There 
ital. ” I have also pointed out that the labor theory sons

commerce, but 
even if we could, and found that a certain article

we could 
con- 

seven sec-

i
even” for some other article that

session, declared that : are many rea-
why units of different commodities, containing

“There la a wholly unknown, unexplained, un conjee tur- of value itself admits of no other conclusion. Let different quantities of labor, should exchange
ed method of travelling apace between two self-conscious U8 then, reasoning from this point of view, see if “even”, and yet. when we consider the question in 
organisms In a manner on which no theory of sound or elec- c , , , . _ , . , . ... c “ue3Uon m
trldty or any theory of which we have the dimmest notion we can flnd out what the difference between value a general way, all exchange of commodities must be 
can at the moment throw any light . I . . think these re- ar*d exchange value is. Suppose we take two ar- based on labor for labor in approximately equal pro- 
suits should never be left on one side by those who Imagine tides that are products of labor and therefore both portions. Unless somebody can prove that value
or who are tempted to Imagine that they have got the possess value. In this respect, then, they resemble may be extracted from the atmosnhere 
broad outline of the universe In which we live fairly clear, F
and that they understand all that the physicists and physio
logist» can at present tell us of the methods of Inter

. t

fi r

I 

i % »%■ we must aa-
each other, although they may differ in every other sume that the sum total value of all commodities is 
respect. Of course, both articles must possess util- equal to the sum total of labor required for their 
ity, that is, they must be things that people want, production and distribution. No doubt, a certain 
and get a kick out of in_nne way or another. But percentage of this labor is more or leas unnecessary,

We are allowed, presumably, to exercise “philo- utility may differ in every conceivable way, if there ajid consequently must exchange at a discount, but 
sophic doubt” and to worry a little over the portent was only one kind of utility we would only need one that does not alter the fact that if some commodi- 
of such findings or near findings utilised by so as- commodity, and that would simplify matters con- ties exchange above their value, temporarily or per- 
tute a political educator as Lord Balfour. We may siderably. Well, suppose we want to compare these manently, they must do so at the expense of other 
do him wrong, but we have judged him to be one two articles with the idea of exchanging one for the commodities that exchange below their value either \ 
from whom the truth came sparingly on any mat- other. And suppose further, that one is a loaf of temporarily or permanently, because the mere ex- 7 
tors approaching the common cult of Christianity, bread, and the other a Ford car. Now both these ar- change of commodities cannot either increase or 
or anything threatening its accepted security in the tieles possess utility, but it is a different kind of diminish the sum total of value, 
minds of the working masses of the country. How- utility altogether, so there is no comparison on that With reference to McCallum’s ullk-
ever sane and sensibk these “researches” may be it basis at all The material of which they are made is ism of the use of the terms “social” and “socially”
will be strange if the modern religionists do not eon- different, so that does not help us any either. But in connection with the process of productions»!
nect them up with the upper or nether world of they have one thing in common, they are both pro- (Continued on page 8) -
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Boneheads and Micah concerning the genesis of “The Parlia
ment of Man; The Federation of the World” and of 
the timt when “They shall beat their swords into 
ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks ; 
nation shall not lift
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By F. W Moore up a sword against nation, 
neither shall they learn war any more.

By that time the craniums of our cosmopolitan 
family ought to have undergone a great modifica
tion. Let us hope that the bony part of them will 
be confined to the skull, and that the petrified in
sides, made plastie by the lapse of time or the exig
ency of experience, may once more assume the nor
mal functions that characterize the mental

"tr# 3 once heard a soap-box orator refer to thatw To whieh atrocious bosh we would reply, that as 
far as sustenance is required the resources for the 
support of many extra millions are already at hand. 
Suppose we take no account-of the millions of 
of unused land in America. Africa, and Australia, 
nor of the immense estates in Europe, at present 
cultivated, there could still be set free by an inter
national federation of the world . . “such an in
crease of human energy.” says H. G. Wells (ibid) 
1095 “as to open a new phase in human history. 
The enormous waste caused by military preparation 
and still more enormous waste due to underprodue- 
tiveness of the great masses of the people either be
cause1 they arc too wealthy for stimulus or too poor 
tor efficiency, would cease. There would be a vast 
increase in the supply of human necessities, a rise 
in the standard of life and in what is considered a 
necessity without any change in human quality but 
merely its release from the present system of in
ordinate waste; history justifies this expectation.”

Under proper conditions, therefore, the immedi
ate danger of over-population would not exist un
less. indeed, we regarded the births of the progeny 
of so many boneheads as a menace. At the present 
moment the recorded membership of the family is 
quite voluminous—too much so to discuss them indi
vidually. We shall therefore bring this article to a 
close with a few remarks about each of three types 
of useless men whom distorted judgments relieve 
from the embarrassment of being ashamed of them
selves. There is, for instance, a particular kind of 
plutocrat (the one referred to by Tennyson as fool
ing the crowd with glorious lies) who encourages the 
dissemination of pernicious propaganda, and m 
other ways, does everything in his power to retard 
human progress so that he may wallow in such pleas
ures as are compatible with the tastes of a bonehead. 
Such a man often loves his children dearly, but by 
broadeasing the seeds of discord and class hatred he 
is extending aid that is essential to enable our cous
ins, “The International Association of Boneheaded 
Militarists” (not necessarily soldiers) to prepare a 
shambles in which, amongst millions of victims, his 
sons will most likely be offered up in sacrifice to 
satiate the greed of the carnivorous God of Rapa
city. Pooi*old fellow ! No doubt the flint of his brain 
is so adamantine that no idea could strike it suffici
ently hard to conjure therefrom one little spark of 
reason. Ilis further biography, therefore, could not 
be interesting.

Our next relative will be introduced by Mr. 
Wells, although we must confess his language shows 
little respect for our family. On page 10% (ibid) 
he remarks : “We want to get rid of the militarist, 
not simply because he hurts afid kills, but because 
he is an intolerable thick-voiced blockhead who 
stands, hectoring and blustering in our way of 
achievement. ”

How unkind of Mr. Wells to speak thus of our 
international kinsman!

We ourselves would have been content to refer 
to him as an unmitigated petrifaction of inexcus
able stupidity : and even at that he is hardly such 
a duffer as our next, although he may be a more de
graded example of moral turpitude. Indeed our 
next is the quintessence of boneheadedness. He is, 
par excellence, the natural-horn genius of our fam
ily, the champion leatherhead of the world of today. 
His brain is so hopelessly akin to ivory that it is too 
weak to see any good in or appreciate in _ 
the slightest degree the beneficent activities of a 
labor union. He is unable or unwilling to reason, 
and is therefore incapable of realising that the or
ganization which he despises, is the embryonic form 
of the machine that will be instrumental in bringing 
about the consummation of human freedom—a ma
chine whose scattered fragments in every country, 
will soon be assembled to form' the massive political 
and industrial medium by which humanity will 
make good the respective prophesies of Tennyson

section of the working-class that took its 
inspiration from capitalistic tradition, as

“Boneheads.” acres
We ourselves, at that time, not knowing any

thing of the class struggle, instinctively decided that 
he included us in the definition, and straightway 
felt intensely proud. Had not our school-master 
often told us that our head was made of wood ; and 
was not bone a superior substance to that ?

un-

opera
tions of intelligent human beings.

Then, and not till then will a long-suffering 
world have been liberated from the pernicious influ 
cnees of the ubiquitous bonehead.Now in discussing boneheads we admit that the 

name must be applicable to ourselves in many ways ; 
therefore as brother boneheads we claim the privil
ege of being allowed to expose some of the foibles of 
our own large family.

ARE WE NEARING THE DESTRUCTION OF 
THE PRESENT CIVILIZATION?ne

For instance, when we hear men say that 
ployment is the workingman’s own fault; that un 
employed men, as a rule, don’t want to work; and 
that hohoism is not

e €> unem * N the issue of the “Clarion” of 2nd January, in 
his article “where is the Straight Issue?” 
“C” says, referring to Marx’s dialectical con-effect of capitalism, but 

enssedness on the part of thousands of tramps, we 
driven inexorably to the conclusion that 

in the presence of unmistakable brother boneheads

an mere eeption of history : “Excepting one element in 
Marx’s conception, 1 myself subscribe to it. That 
element, the preconception of the inevitability of 
socialism, as a Darwinian évolutifnist who must 
sider the possibilities of change in any direction, I 
reject.
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are we arc

con-Our judgment on this point is confirmed by ar 
extract from a report prepared from the annals of 
five years of social research—the And a little further on in the article he

report of the 
“Russell Sage Foundation.” The excerpt is as fol
lows, and is requoted from thç “Social Service Bul
letin” for October 15th, 1924: “In the United States 
‘the right to work’ is being denied to from 1.000,000 
o 6,000,000 persons for weeks and even months at a 
lime. In fact a survey of the period covering good 
and bad years, shows that our capitalistic system 
keeps from 10 to 12% of all our workers out of em
ployment ALL THE TIME.

says, “I might, for instance, have to consider, by cer
tain evidence, the possibility of the defeat of civil
ization once more.

Surely Comrade “C” has made a mistake in im
puting to Marx the inevitability of socialism for he 
(Marx) points out the same alternative, ,or 
thing very like it, when he says somewhere in “The 
Communist Manifesto,” (somebody has'my ‘Mani
festo’ borrowed, so I cannot give the exact quota
tion, but in effect it is as follows) “All history has 
been the history of class struggles, which either cul
minated in the complete dominations of one class or 
the destruction of both.” (note the alternative 
J.W.D.)

some-

And since the cause of these conditions is 
bodied in the capitalistic system grown decrepit, the 
effect must be felt, more or less, in every country 
where the development of industry has reached a 
high state of efficiency.

So much for the fallacies of the first class of 
boneheads.

em-

So, are we nearing the initiation of socialism, 
or, the destructions of our present civilization?

In view of the mad rush going on at present in 
all the .first class nations towards the development of 
existing, and the invention of new agencies of de- » 
struction^ in the mechanical and chemical fields, and 
worse still, very probably in the bacteriological 
field as welljlit seems to me that the balance of prob
ability at present^ stands in favor of the latter alter
native, especially when we consider the backward
ness of our class in the knowledge of our own inter
ests as opposed to those of the other class ; therefore 
it behooves us comrades to push the enlightemn^it 
of our class, by any and every means to the end 
that, when the test comes, we will know enough to 
utterly refuse to re-entey hell for our masters’ bene
fit, but will wrest from them the power to wreck 
civilization and apply it to the development of 
ialist conditions of life, and, in spite of themselves, 
save them from their own insanity ; for verily, as the 
ancients used to say, “Whom the Gods wish to de
stroy they first make mad.

Those of the second are not less absurd : indeed, 
if anything, they are more so.

Did we not often hear men, the content^ of 
whose craniums were obviously ossified, talk as if it 
were possible metaphorically to endow the capital
istic Pullman ear with a limitless span of life, and 
to run it along lines built on sleepers of moral re
form, while its unmoral environment, born of 
archy in production, must, necessarily persist ? And 
in reference to the unmoral environment we would 
like to present the following statements by Messrs. 
Wells and Loria. The former has this to 
page 825 of his ‘‘Outline of History” “It is the key
note of private enterprise to mind one’s owrr busi
ness, secure the utmost profit, and disregard 
other consequence.
and similar, conditions in these momentous words 
set down in his “Economic Foundations of Society” 
on page 22: “‘The necessity of reconciling the 
ial conscience to the existence of economic forms 
which are essentially corrupt leads by a systematic 
falsification of logic, to the institution of a settled 
sophism.”

In view, then, of the existence of these powerful 
agencies, horn of habits incidental to the require
ments ef modern business methods, it » not hard to 
see that one might as well try to develop the habit 
of gill-breathing in circus mermaids by repeatedly 
dipping their heads in salt water, as to attempt to 
develop morality in a world, compelled by circum
stances to breathe the vitiated atmosphere of a de
crepit capitalism.

And now we come to fallacy number three 
«- which Is really the most idiotic of all: “ There are too 

many people on earth.” says the Crown Prince of 
Boneheddington, -“and what we want is a war-lord 

a§§,, w *wo» or a plague, to wipe them out. Nature pro-
I vides for the destruction of the surplus wild 
S turcs, and why should not man benefit by. her good 

intentions?” 
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Calgary.
Business meeting of Local Calgajy, S. P. of C. is 

held every Second Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Economics Class every Thursday at 8 p.m. 

Address: 134a, 9th Are. West, Calgary, Alberta. 
Everybody Welcome.
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Damning the
Labor Leaders

■rS6 57Fact and Idea »
;>* «•

J
\

eHERE is nothing so eommon amongst certain 
comrades as that popular amusement of de
nunciation. It is so darned easy to pick out 

tstanding figure in a union'and slam him good

the enigma or jbsus

By Professor Gilbert Murray 0 (T
IBRON in a celebrated passage comments on nel has now proved to be husk, that it is difficult to

"supine inattention of the “Pagan and say what kernel is left. The old salvation myth re- flnd plenty if he is of a reactionary trend, 
philosophic world to the numerous and sur'- ' «ji.ired that the Son of God, the Anointed One. Bul js ft not a case of not seeing the forest, on

prising miracles which were presented by the hand should he shamefully slain by men.thereby to'«tone » aCeount 0f the trees! .
H - ■ for the sin of the world and to raise mankind with To take an instance: no onc thinks of saying

it in certain fhat Bnginn(] or the States are benighted places be- 
they have rulers like Coolidge, Dawes, Bald

win or Churchill. Anyone knows that their policies 
ipproved of by the masses of the people. That

I polan onG becthe
T for
b eve

of Omnipotence, not to their reason- but to their
senses." For example : "Under the reign of Tiber- him into glory. The myth, as we see 
ius the whole earth, or at least a celebrated province Hellenistic writers before St. Paul, or independent 

- of the Roman empire, was involved in a preterm- of .him. is already there, ready to burst into a great 
mral darkness of three hours." But the miraeu- flam, in men's hearts and meet the needs of a bê
lons event passed entirely without notice. "It hapT wild-red and suffering population ; it needs only a 
pened during the lifetime of Seneca and the Elder match to set it alight. It so happened that a Jewish
Plinv who must have experienced the immediate agitator vailed Chrestus was crucified, and b^ name mind is brought almut.
effects or received the earliest intelligence of the taken as being ‘‘Christus,’ The Anointed e
nrnrliirv Each of these philosophers, in a laborious erueied by Pontius Pilate; what more was wanted o s;tuation in the unions, and how many 
work has recorded all the great phenomena of Na- give the myth reality and to set all aflame! will look squarely at facts and see-that the same sit-
ture earthquakes meteors, comets, and eclipses. Dr Couchoud narrates his conversation with a uation exists ,here as in national affairs! The per-
whieh his indefatigable curiosity could collect. Both Buddhist pries, in a monastery at Kyoto, comparing sonality and policy of a Gompers or Green may be 

»nd the other have omitted to mention" the two splendid religions that have converted so (.ursed from Ncw York to ’Fnsco, but what earthly
the most extraordinary of all. many millions of men, produced their lines of saints useisitt The policies of labor leaders are a reflee-

1S’ What Gibbon pointed out with regard to the and sages and brought comfort to unnumbered tion 0f the economic situation of the crafts that el-
i . lesjtrue of the whole story of the mourners. "What is Buddha!" A title, a myth, an pct ,hem when Socialists look into the reasons for ,

NlraV lament There is practically no knowledge of idea, and savants discuss whether or no that histon- the election> it is easy to see that the mass of voters 
">6W J d the four esoteric books of the Christians cal prince who according to the legend became Bud- lf ^fied and quite indifferent as to the need
£°:LtL Joseph^ a le^nS and pmlix Jew, dha ever really existed. "What is Christ !" It is the of ^ changca of a revolutionary nature, even 

C. . th history of Judæa during the very years Messiah, the Anointed One, the Saviour, another thougb they may vote a labor party ticket ! So, al 
Wn 'hfch the New Testament story is placed, says title or myth or idea v and Dr. Couchoud wonders thflt can be done on that field is continue educational 
in which Christians later on were whether there was any historical person at all who pfforts flmongst the mass. There is nought else to do.

WO rise to the myth; or whether the myth, as we Humans feel their way through life, they do not
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the people wish for and vote for what they get, no 
how that particular and peculiar state of

p is 1
matter neeu ; but

But, try and apply the same reasoning to the
there who
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troubled at this and interpolated his text
According to Dr. Burkitt, Professor of Divinity 

at Cambridge, the only information almut the life 
and eqreer of Jesus of Nazareth that has come down 

independently of Christian tradition is one eon- 
in Tacitus (Annals XV., 44) :

were vul-

-■ - disgave
find it for instance in the pre-Christian Gnostics, in think it ont They are animals, anarchistic too, ab- 
early Babylonian hymns, and to some extent in the in tkeir individual pleasures or, when in need,
Hebrew prophets, grew and spread by its own vital- tbe^. necessities. Their viewpoint is decidedly lim- 
ity ; or whether again it was suddenly given a sem- kpd When they are hungry and out of work what 
blanee of flesh and blood by some accidental coin- do thpy want tQ hear about from speakers who come 

Every myth, after all, is grounded in ex- lecturing, advising, sympathizing, etc.! 
perienee and constantly confirmed by experience, or

-
vie
pai
jecl!

L:< wh
to usi—

É’:'
k 1P? Jlm /

oftemptuous sentence
those who, hated for their infamy, 

garly called Christian!. The originator of the name, 
one Chrestus, had been executed in the reign 
of Tiberius by order of the administrator. Pontius 
Pilate " One might possibly add a phrase from Su
etonius's Life of Claudius: "As the Jews, at the in

continually raising nets. 
„

eidenee. kn<
How to attain Socialism! If,
Not so you’d notice it!
The reasons for unemployment! Nix.—They

else it dies.
I doubt if the historical question is soluble. It

is a case of Not Proven. But the thing that matters w(jnt tQ know wkere to get the eats or jobs! 
historical fact, it is an idee. The Christ-

Iasi
to
wo

So it can be seen that logic is not the factor in 
ian faith, the Christian life, the spirit that finds the bringing about a revolution, unless it be the logic of 

” secret of the world to be best explained by saying event8; dire neee8Sfty will be the compelling factor 
that the Son of God gave himself to suffer and die changes Wellj apply the Mme reasoning

man’s sins and thereby brings man’s salvation 
is an idea far older than the Christian era, and will

------- i 'nfnmiatinn is last quite independently of any result which histon-
And how much definite historical^* crf res(,ar(,h may establish about the man Jesus of

there in the Gospels themselves ry Nazareth. Throughout a vast region of human life
Ur. Bgrkitt to hi, book « the h b, ,h. thing which h.ppe.rd b«, th, thing
th, Lif, of Chmt explains how t y ^ whkh „ b,U,ved that matt,™; and not even the
were indifferent to history and took P mpre fact or fietion that is believed, but the psycho-
T^hïLÎedïïtt Muhrwmh"otng logical quality of the belief itself. ^-^te obtainable, which is greater than an indi-

*h nd of the world. The Gospels contain many Belief is a great force m t e wor n vidnal packet of labor power could acquire. Their
1 -C e, nHnv beautiful sayings, a number of alleg- particular beUef has shown itself to be a » business agents arc their salesmen, seeking orders
"aTirn ents of prophecies in the Old Testament, a passion, an inspiration that makes saints an er- g0od conditions for their union brand. The

^vZue story Wond that what! oes and persecutors and maniacs, an optical glass Federation J>abor is analogous to the M. and M.
agréa sy ’..There is no actual consist- that transforms the physical universe And it ma Association or Chamber of Commerce. A combine

T stSrZZ “heCrucifixion of ters not at all, except as a point of interest to his- ^ eonfdderation of their mutual interests.
ency m the pyate M a Messianic torical students, whether the faith accords with his- R ^ tme ^ ^ pro<lucca far
Jesus, condem - literally " not a single in- tory or no. In some regions of life a belief comes up k reeeivea as itg pricc for thc use of ita power,
a^tat,°r SLwelThÎd beenCrucified under against facts and is confirmed or disproved by those but how mariy membcr8 of a mfton know that, or
eident sa>, hat Gogpels fact,; "things are what they are, and their results ^ ^ ^ ^ th<$ir 8tandMd of Uving is eomfort-
Pontius Pi • s Tfae relate thc will be what they will be. able! Their leaders reflect their views. They are
do not rela e .. . bv his death . The But in the field of religion beliefs can seldom business, living in a whirl of competition, muddle

rr
0 ^ hv St Paul ill his epistles is built on the cm- tional, temper of the society m whic l see 

reared bv St. Paul m his ep ^ WJlg in ROWn It is never kined by meeting a fact ; for there
eified and re^nsen Ch"8tVÎ" . M -h mt on any are no facts. The belief that it rained in London on 
the flesh; it rests on the Sal JMytk e%^on (?ood Friday 1924_ can be proved or disproved; but 
historical record^ It seta forth ho h the ^lief that on the first Good Friday there was
°f a Greek phdosopher defim g darkness over all the earth until the ninth hour and
"that which happened iCLC^^TthaJmak• the veU of the temple was rent in twain, can never

It will live or eeew toUve
out so mum ____________ for quite other reasons.

• The Enigma of Jesus. By Dr. P. L. Couchoud, Dr. Couchoud's tittle book toach^ only the
with Introduction by Sir J. G. Fra^r. Trans- fringe of the snbjeet, but it; is written with u

Mis. George Whale. (Wgtta and Co. landing and. sympathy, and deserves to be widely
read.

is not an exe
shestigation of Chrestus, 

he drove them out of Rome, 
was a common name,

been confused with "Christus,"
the Greek translation of “Messiah

were
good.hrestus,

especially for slaves ; it Seems
"Anoint- for

on
to the union question! hieto have 

ed," which was
What unions are most successful! The ones 

with special skill, able to command more wages than 
the average workers. Those are the unions that 
strongest and the bulwark of the union movement. 
A craft union is really an attempt ai monopoly. It 
sells to the capitalists its commodities of labor 

for various special occupations at the high-
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Use and Capacity in Criticism«

lets
certain 

it of de
pick out 
im good

m e term; that by and large their representative men 
are truly representative of the majorities who elect 
them. Some may be more advanced in ideas than 
their constituents and better informed- but by virtue 
of likeness of temperament have an instinctive 
sympathetic understanding of their constituents’ 
capacity for change. Such men are not necessarily 
untrue to themselves, for they may have a philos
ophy reconciling the conflict of ideals and the prac
tice of life, similar to wise old Aristotle's whose ex
hortation was to “teach the extreme and practice 
the mean,’’ i.e.. the possible.

I make the above observations to suggest there 
is a different background to the Britisn Labor party 
than the one offered us by Comrade McDonald. Pol
itical adventurers! Thanks for the term ! I see five 
and a half million people in Britain breaking the 
bonds of old customs, loyalties, habits of thought, 
old humilities, old fears, old illusions—political ad
venturers all. Here’s luck to them.

Let me give an instance of out of what kind of 
reasoning Comrade McDonald develops his con
clusion. Says he :

"No sooner, however, had (Premier) MacDonald and 
his cohorts kissed the hand of the king and settled down 
to the position of administering social affairs than the ap
plause of the multitude resounded throughout the earth. 
In the opinion of many the millenium had arrived) for 
British workers. The poverty stricken outcasts, who were 
formerly submerged socially and economically, were now 
to be placed on a basis of equality with the social elite."

NE function of a socialist fa to act as critic 
of working class organizations in the mat 
ter of their acts, methods, measures and 

policies of serving the interests of the working class 
because criticism is an indispensible educational 
force—when it is of the right kind. The criticism 
even of the enemies of the working class may on oc
casion be that kind despite the malignant intent, 
but it has value by accident as it were. For critic
ism that has the good intent of the progress of the 
working class, the class must in the main depend on 
itself, it must be self-critical. But how to do it, that 
is the question! Particular occasions for criticism 
need to be studied on their own merits, of course- 
but we may take it as a guiding priflciple in all 
cases that criticism has value in the ratio as it is 
informed. It also goes without saying that it must 
be honest. Since the term working-class is a mech
anical classification of a social group that is some
thing more than a mere aggregation of individuals, 
being in fact a group containing within itselP indi
viduals having varying affiliations of one sort or 
another with many other groups, occupational, 
party, union, religious, sport, fraternal, etc, have 
varying dispositions, interests, traditions, aptitudes, 
etc.—since that is so, there are many points of view 
Also, since the emotions are engaged, there are 
emotional basis to give partizan attitudes. The pos
session of an informed mind, an acquired habit of 
self-criticism and intellectual honesty, will go far to 
discipline emotional bias, however- and the point of 
view may be of value as throwing a light from a 
particular angle on the many faced truth of any sub
ject, of which it is given to no man to know the 
whole. We need then informed criticism and void 
of dishonest practices. It is said that one way of 
knowing a thing, is by way of knowing what it is not. 
If, then, wo take Comrade McDonald’s article in 
last issue criticising the British I<abor Party, it seems 
to me that we might learn something about how 
working class self-criticism should be carried on, by 
examining his criticism as an example of how it 
should not be done.

Comrade McDonald has his own point of view 
on all and any labor reform parties which leads 
him to the conclusion that, in the interests of the 
working class, labor parties ought to be destroyed. 
However, in this article I am not concerning myself 
with his point of view, for my present purpose grant
ing that informed and much honest reasoning may. 
be advanced on its behalf. I do think, however, 
that the criticism of his in question is not character
ized by those attributes of sound educative criticism. 
And I think the paragraph near the end of his ar
ticle which sums up his criticism of the British 
ljabor Party displays that itself. I here quote it. 
Says Comrade McDonald :

o lorieal Materialism, as a way of accounting for poli
tical movements and parties, and think of your at
titude towards other opposing theories of history ! 
J ask. does Comrade McDonald give a satisfactory 
accounting! Did you ever read or hear of a crasser 
application of the 1 “great man” theory! Would 
even a working class “scissor-bill” consider it sat
isfactory, or a paid advocate of the philistine press 

pulpit dare to advance it for fear of ridicule ! 
Comrade McDonald has been a leader in the scien
tific socialist movement on this coast for some fif
teen years, education is his general formula for 
working class emancipation, a knowledge of history 
and the ways of history his special specific. Van
couver socialists says he. have wasted too mueh time 
on economies. Are we asked to believe then, that 
he thinks his accounting for the Labor Party is a 
satisfactory one!
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Even a bushman of the hinterland of South Af
rica would know better. Edward Clodd opens up his 
' ‘ Pioneers of Evolution” with this remark of a 
Basuto chief, addressed to a traveller two or three 
generations ago : “Yesterday was the father of today 
and we must never forget the parentage, 
ering the Basuto’s circumstances of life, his thought 
might be called an intellectual tour de force. By 
way of contrast, consider our superior advantages 
for reasoning on a problem. Our social environ
ment pulsates with change, every school child is in
ducted into written histories recording thousands 
of years of change, the evolutionary idea is a com
monplace with, us and has a history reaching back to 
the thinkers of remote antiquity, material cause and 
effect as a working hypothesis of science is with us. 

of those self-evident truths. It is a eommon-
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Comrade McDonald offers that as fact to Clar
ion readers ! Who, I ask, were the many who thought 
the millenium had arrived wheu the British Labor 
Party took office, and that the submerged would be 
placed on an equality with the elite ! Surely they 
belong to the realm of fiction and not of fact. But 
if there were many who so believed, what in the 
Labor Party’s political theory, its ideas on the 
modes of social change, or its prograrh and declared 
policies would lead them so to believe ! Nothing. 
Its whole philosophy stands in direct contradiction 
to that of millenium change. Always during its ex
istence it has been at pains to deefare itself a re
form party, a step at a time party, a constitutional 
party, as a party of bargaining and compromise in 
the interests of peaceful and progressive change. 
It has earned the animosity of Comrade McDonald 
and such as are of his opinion, just because it is 
such a party.

He falls foul of Philip Snowden because he de
clared it his duty to maintain the national credits 
unimpaired. But what was Snowden to do when 
four-fifths of the food supply of a crowded popula
tion of forty-five millions come from abroad ! Are 
we to suppost* that a revolutionary government can, 
independent of international credits* conjure susten
ance for its people out of the air! He quotes Sid
ney Webb as saying that men of wealth had joined 
the Labor Party, and asks derisively, “Where could 
room be found for a class struggle in the midst of 
this motley crewr!” He forgets what a motley crew 
of middle class minds have been the theoreticians 
and supporters of the socialist movement. He for
gets what that movement owes to Marx and En
gels, to name no further, one a doctor of philosophy 
and the other a wealthy manufacturer. The work
ing class cause would be, in fact, lost, if its appeal 
did not spread abroad to individuals of all func
tions. He points the note of scorn at the conflict be
tween the Labor Party’s anti-militarist ideals and 
the ljabor government’s order for the building of 
cruisers. But he forgets the everlasting fate of 
ideals before the practice of life faced by implacable 
circumstances ; that our doing, whether as private 
individuals or as a collectivity, is never what we 
onght to do, but what we can do, what we have the 
strength to do. “Let him that is without sin east 
the first stone.” is a saying containing a humbling 
truth of a pretty wide application We have to 
broadcast our ideals so that we may recruit strength 

(Continued on page 8)
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place procedure to treat a thing, event or institu
tion as an effect, to make it a problem, to enquire, 
what is it! What arc its antecedents! What its 
life-history! what the general conditions out of 
which it emerged! what the relevant factors which 
determined its emergence, growth and development !

I
ix.—They
;!
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Students of history know that the members of 
social groups tend to develop, in common, mental at
titudes on life and social ideals ; that the British 
wage-working class is a long established class dating 
from the opening up of the era of handicraft in the 
middle ages ; that the class has a long history of in
dependent struggle with its ruling and exploiting 
classes, containing many attempts to permanently 
establish a representative political party of its own; 
that its trade union movement has been and 
is a powerful cultural influence on w'orking 
class sentiment, and that the movement has been a
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imeans of giving the class a standing in the country ; 
that for several generations there has been a labor 
movement in Britain with political aspirations, cap
able of influencing the policies of governments and 
parties, distinguishable even within the folds of the 
bourgeois parties as one or the other bargained for 
its support ; that there have been social ideals, chal

lenging the conditions of capitalism or the system

I
f.

“As we have seen, the appellation—labor—does not 
signify that the party Is carrying on propaganda on behalf 
of the working class In opposition to those who own and 
rule. It la merely a fascinating title made use of by poli
tical adventurers to secure the continued enslavement of 
the Workers and consequently maintain intact the preeent itself, acting as a ferment in the country ever since 
mode of exploitation." capitalism came into being ; that the people of Brit

ain arc distinguished by comparison for political 
mindedness ; that they have the traditions of some 
hundreds of years of representative" political insti
tutions as a cultural factor in the formation of the 
political habit of mind ; that our great aggregations 
of peoples long ago, by necessity of their great num
bers, have acquired the habita of delegating author
ity and electing representative men in their interest 
or their conceived interest ; that the majorités, mid-

So says Comrade McDonald, and Comrade Mc
Donald has been a leader among teaching Socialists 
since some years before the war; that is how he ac
counts for the British Labor Party. Think of the 
conditions under whiqh the Labor Party fought the 
last elections, of the extremely adverse circum
stances of a world-wide mood of reaction, of the 
solid opposition of the bourgeois press, of the exten
sion of the franchise to an inexperienced section of

i I
-T

ES
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way between the Left and Right minorities have 
the electorate, of the Springing of the Russian letter wjthin their own ranks of moderate opinion, abund
ant!, for the first time in British party politics, the 
co-operation by arrangement of the liberal and 

" servativc parties to defeat a labor party in an elec-
tX-v- - ' capacity for leadership* and perhaps greater, as any

hi Take a look at that paragraph again* you stud- that the Left or Bight could,produce; that they do
enta of the historical .method, you scientific social
ists trained in the way of looking at history of His-

. '& ; '' ■ "

Ty-. jfv
.h:
1 a nee of men like them in temperament, with as 

great a knowledge of the world, as great 
in idealism, as great in honesty, as great in

con-

il
L

not depend, for fighters and leaders in their cause, 
on political adventurers, in the bad meaning of the

j;
1
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J. Bennett. C. Lcstor, J. Terrill, F. V. Smith, E. G. 
Kermode, Peter Brown,, C. E. O’Brien.

\

to our cause and create a more favoring environ
ment for practice that will approach the ideaL Like 
many more in all party camps opposed to the Labor 
Party. Comrade McDonald, consciously or not, mis- that the annual celebration of the Paris Commune of Schott $6; J. A. McDonald $fÔ.60. 
takes action for motive—the objective facts of labor wj^j be observed at Belvedere Court, 10th Av-
policy imposed by circumstances for the underlying 
purposes of labor'which have been forced to find ex
pression in facts which belie their real nature.

I think a fair criticism, an honest criticism, that 
is to say, an informing and educative criticism of the 00 cents, Ladies 50 cents.

■' '• •*.r Local (Vancouver) No". 1, 8. P. oi C. £yHans Kraig $1.65; Alex. Shepherd $5; Qeo.announces
• 1L-T I'

’"V *

>3
> >
fAbove., Clarion subs, received from January 17 

to February 14. inclusive, total $57.25.Main street, Vancouver, on Thursdayenue, near
March 19th. The usual (lancing program will be

:
BL”

. ,1followed, for which tickets are now on sale: Gents
' '
« •CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND

No.The members of the committee in charge of arr British Labor Party and the acts of its government 
in office would be guided by some such considéra- rangements arç expecting to see gathered together 
tions and methods as I have advanced in this ar-

Br..

I Following $1 each: J. J. Albers, Henry Holt, 
a throng of friends and sympathisers of the move- .1 T. Old (per H. W. Speed) per W. P.^Black, F. W. 
ment old and new, and they ask that all interested Moore.

This is essential

t tide. As to Comrade McDonald’s so-called critic
ism of the Labor Party, it is not a criticism, it is a - 
piece of ddiWrate misrepresentation. Words, with 
him. are not symbols of real things, but clubs.

St. John Comrades (per S. E. White) $6.75; 
.1 A.. Beckman 50 cents; “B. L. J.” $2.

Above, C. M. F., receipts from January 17 to 
Fvhrpary 14, inclusive, total $14.25.

will help to advertise the event.
financial and social success. Come. then.

■w:
II* to assure a 

and bring others with you.C.

VALUE AND EXCHANGE VALUE Local No. 1 asks that all who have books belong
ing to the Local’s Lending Library and who have 
had them for a time longer than the alloted jkriod 
return them as soon as possible.

Ï-
(Continued from page 4)

distribution, 1 don’t think Marx had any intention 
of throwing bouquets at the class that does not labor 
when he used these terms. When he used the term 
‘‘socially necessary labor,” he was referring to the 
social, or co-operatjye labor, of that part of society 
that does labor. He had to use some term that 
would generalize the proposition, because it 
evident that the actual amount of labor expended up 
the production of each individual article of com-

did not determine its etehange value. And set ,]owll the unfortunate fact that they represent

unrein:
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cationwas l£.Lest anybody’s pulse should quicken at sight 

of these convalescent appearing figures we hasten to
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* merce
this ability of Marx to generalize the process of prô- 
duction and ‘distributipn and find the law of value 
proves his superiority as an economist, not only 

his predecessors, but also over most of his suc-

C-
N financial findings covering the period of two

seems to have
■ Vour

issues. The prevailing pessimism 
reached its enthusiastic stage and we appear to fol
low the fashion. Some day, they say, the fashion

We. the Soclallet Party of Canada affirm our allé* 
lance to. and support of the principles and programme 
of the revolutionary working claes.'.

Labor, applied to natural resource», produces all 
wealth. The present economic etystem Is baaed upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently. all the products of labor belong to the capltal- 

The capitalist la, therefore, master; the

&
F g
r hover
* «-essors as well.

However, it is true that the terms “social” and will change. If and when it does, then, our figures 
“socially,” understood in their correct sense, imply w;u surely look healthier than these: 
society as a whole, and although it is not hard to ex
plain their meaning in this connection it might be _ 
well to avoid such terms as much as possible when 
dealing with wealth production

*
g1st claw, 

worker a alave.
So long aa the cepitaltit class remains In possession 

of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend Ite property rights In 
th emeans of wealth production and 1U control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist an ever- 
swelling stream of profita, and to the worker, an ever 
Increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working class lies In setting 
Itself free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wage system, under which this exploitation, at 
the point of production. Is cloaked. To accomplish 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist pro
perty In the means of wealth production into socially 
controlled economic forces.

The irrepressible conflict of Interest between the 
capitalist and the worker necessarily expreasea Itself 4 
es a struggle for political supremacy. This Is the

I Use ~1fei
Following $1 each: Mrs, E. Dey, L. T. Morgan, 

J. J. Albers, Agnes Hollingshead, R C. McKay, 
Henry Holt, Fred Harman, J. T-^Ord (per H. W. 
Speed) Mrs. G. Korlana, Wm. Shipmaker. A. A. Ken
nedy, J J. Randall, F. W. Moore, A. C. Roga. J. 
Nybolt, J. A. Beckman.

Following $2 each : F. W. Thompson, M. Dase,
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DAMNING THE LABOR LEADERS
'wholly
owned(Continued from page 6)

and scram hie- and looking after the immediate in
terest under their nose, according to their lights. 
The brotherhood of man is not their aim, but, Busi- 

Usual. An industrial union, if feasible as a

r, profit -k
of “la-;
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proposition, has plenty of material to work on, yet 
so far, efforts to corner the common variety of labor
power have been failures. Naturally so, seeing that capitalist Production (First Nine and 31 Chapters 
l)fe average laborer, unskilled and compelled by hun
ger to wolf it alone or die is too much engrossed by 
the effort to find or keep a job to spare interest for 
idealistic attempts to organize his kind. And it 
not be ignored that it is almost impossible to main
tain a corner in a commodity where the supply out
weighs demands, as is the case with labor power.

It would seem, in the light of this Marxian view
point, that whether there had been an A. F. of L. or 

the trend of events would not have varied so 
much If conditions are favorable for a monopoly Paper Covers.
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Class Struggle.
Therefore we call upon all workers to organise un

der the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with 
the object of conquering the political powers for the 
purpose of setting up and enforcing the économie 
programme of the working claae. as follows:

1—The transformation, aa rapidly as possible, 
of capitalist property In the meens of 
wealth production (natural resources, factor
ies. mills, railroads, etc.) Into collective 
mean» of production.

1_The organisation and management of Indus
try by the working class.

I—The establishment, ss speedily as possible, 
of production for uae Instead of produeties 
1er profit
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protest against this wrong-headed railing at 
craft union leaders, a la S. L. P., or at Socialist 
leaders as the freakish variety of Communists do.

Denunciation of leaders does not educate the 
followers who- after all, make the leaders.

Revolutions do not spring from the heads of
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